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(54) Title: A HYDRAULIC PROSTHETIC JOINT

(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to artificial limbs generally and to
joints for the same. In particular, the present invention provides hydraulic func
tional units (35), generally classified as damping devices as connected between
artificial limbs whereby to enable movement of artificial joints to closely corre
spond with natural human movement. In the provision of realistic joints, as used
in prosthetic limbs, an important aspect in attempting to achieve a realistic
movement is to provide a different operating characteristic to the joint when un
der load. Indeed, one of the more important characteristics of an artificial leg
for achieving a natural-looking walking gait correspond with those of a so
called stabilised knee, i.e. a knee which resists flexion when under load, that is
when it is bearing at least some of the weight of the amputee. In accordance
with the invention, there is provided hydraulic damper control elements for
prostheses which utilize a pressure differential due to the presence a fluid flow
as a direct control input for a at least one hydraulic valve (47). The valve can
comprise a vortex flow arrangement (47f ) to cause fluid flow to circulate about
an aperture. The valve can comprise a moveable element which abuts a re-
siliently mounted element which reduces the size of an aperture as the force in
creases.
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This International Searching Authority found multiple (groups of)
inventions in this international application, as follows:

1 . claims: 1-20

A prosthesis comprising, among others, a first and a second
artificial limb component and a hydraulic damper comprising
a variable volume chamber, a hydraulic fluid sink and a
valve.

2 . claim: 21

A prosthetic device including a vortex chamber.
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